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Mission:
To develop, support, 

and advocate for 
high-quality dual 

language enriched 
education in New 

Mexico and beyond
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Why Dual Language?



Lessons Learned
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Your program is defined by your
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We have to value the people of our program 
as much as we value the outcomes we seek.



Inspire: Start with the 

Moral Imperative: social 
responsibility to others 
and the environment. 
School leaders with moral 
purpose seek to make a 
difference in the lives of 
students.

-Michael Fullan

The Golden Circle (Why, How, What): 
People don’t buy what you do, 
they buy why you do it. 

“There are only two ways to 
influence human behavior: you 
can manipulate it or you can 
inspire it.

-Simon Sinek

“WHY”
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What is your personal 
“Why”?
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Develop a COLLECTIVE

Demonstrate a value for

§ your community’s stories/ perspectives

§ your program’s purpose

§ developing clear expectations

§ effective communication

§ creating a collaborative culture

“WHY”
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“An environment that facilitates learning 
requires equity among all groups; that is, all 
participants are treated with justice and 
fairness. Equity must be incorporated at several 
different levels- district, school, and classroom–
and with respect to students families and 
teachers.

(Alanís & Rodriguez, 2008; de Jong, 2011; Genesee et al., 2006)
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Valuing All Stakeholders



Motivations For a Dual Language Program

How would you 
prioritize the 
motivations? 

Other stakeholders?

Are all voices heard?
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Valuing All Voices

How does your district/school provide a 
voice for parents and community?

What is done with the information 
gathered?
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What challenges do you 
face with truly engaging 
DL families? 



Dual Language Leadership



Effective Leadership Teams

§ Represent the various perspectives within the program
§ Guide the roll-out and upkeep of the program
§ Own the foundational knowledge, in order to broaden the 

support base

Who is part of your dual language leadership team?  What are 
their main functions?
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Administrators don’t have to be the most knowledgeable about 
dual language but they need to be the biggest advocates!
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Our moral purpose!



Supporting Language Equity & Vitality

“Equity Walks”
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L2L1



Informing     Engaging     Partnering 
§ Advocating for/with community
§ Providing a welcoming environment
§ Being responsive to needs/fears/concerns
§ Demonstrating equity in valuing both program languages

Community is Key!
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17
As a leader you must plan for…



§ All decisions must be made with DL representation
§ Common commitments must be established with 

stakeholders
§ Knowledge must be shared and built together
§ Reflection must be constant

We must create systems that will sustain the realities of implementation.

Prioritizing Your Program Needs
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Community

Teachers/ 
Staff

Site 
Leadership

District 
Leadership

District 
Departments

Board of 
Education

Preschool Elementary Secondary

• Commitment
• Consistency
• Collaboration
• Communication
• Comprehensive
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Students

Post-
Secondary?

Alignment at all levels
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What practices have helped your 
leadership team create a positive 

school culture?

What  are some 
challenges to creating an 
inclusive, collaborative 
leadership team? 



Foundational Knowledge



What is the rationale for your program?

How do you articulate 
your program’s 

purpose in a 
consistent way? 

What is theoretical framework your program based on?

• Misconceptions
• Fears
• Myths

• Needs
• Benefits
• Research
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Program	Structure

Curriculum

Instruction

Assessment	and	Accountability

Staff	Quality	&	Professional	Development

Family	& Community

Support	and	Resources

Visit DLeNM.org for information on how to purchase a hard copy 
or how to get a free PDF version.
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Goals
1. High academic achievement in L1 and L2

2. Become bilingual and biliterate (when written)
3. Demonstrate sociocultural competence

§ Identity development, cross-cultural competence, and multicultural 
appreciation

Secondary Level
• Promote student leadership
•Prepare students for global 
careers and global citizenship

-Ysleta ISD
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Types of Programs

ELs 
Only

1 
Way

Spanish

English 
Dominant

Two 
Way

One Language Model
Teacher

Two Language Models
Teacher

L2 Language Peers

Spanish

English 
Dominant

Both

Two 
Way
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Two Language Models
Teacher

L2 Language Peers
Bilingual Peers



1. A minimum of 50% to a maximum of 90% of instruction in the 
target language or Language Other Than English (LOTE).

2. Appropriate separation of languages to support high levels of 
language acquisition (no simultaneous translation).

3. K-12th grade commitment.
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Program Requirements
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Dual Language Umbrella27



Outside of 
School & Home

Spanish 
speaking 

home

English 
speaking 

home

50:50 Dual 
Language 
Classroom

LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT

Blue = English
Green = Spanish
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Blue = English
Green = Spanish
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A minimum of 50% of the instruction delivered in non-English 
or Target Language

Why is it important?

§ Both languages hold same value

§ Meet the expectations of what students need 
to learn.   Have the opportunity to transfer.

§ If you want them to become biliterate it is 
important to focus strongly in both languages. 

§ Because we live in English world need to 
elevate the status of the non-English 
language. 

What are the challenges?

§ Scheduling! Language of specials. 

§ Mobility of students.

§ Quality and mobility of staff. 

§ Instructional materials unavailable. 

§ Assessments available in both 
languages. 

“Once you choose translation as an instructional strategy it quickly becomes your only strategy.”

#1



Shift happens!
• Focus on quality of 

Instruction
• Intentional use of 

languages side by 
side - cross language 
connections (not
simultaneous translation!)

• Holistic Bilingual 
perspective

• Focus on language
of instruction

• Strict separation of 
languages

• Parallel monolingual 
perspective

Appropriate separation of languages to promote 
high levels of language acquisition (no translation)



Separado o together? Some thoughts about the 
separation of languages of instruction 

“. . a compelling reason for separating the languages of instruction is 
the fear that encouraging the use of both languages is going to 
favor the more proficient language, typically the home language” 

Else Hamayan – Soleado-Winter 2010

“Engaging in this cross-linguistic transfer not only helps 
comprehension but it also develops metalinguistic awareness, a 
valuable skill that contributes to the development of literacy.”



Why is it important?

§ Students don’t get lazy – they listen to 
understand

§ Teachers don’t get lazy – they teach for 
comprehension and to develop language 
learning strategies

§ Language Model is pure

§ Teacher can get “deeper” into the 
language

§ Natural  language and language flow is 
modeled

What are the challenges?

Puzzled, frustrated, or resistant students

Teacher must understand dual language 
strategies:

§ Sheltering

§ Cooperative learning 

§ Scaffolding content  

Not for the faint hearted!

“Once you choose translation as an instructional strategy it quickly becomes your only strategy.”

Appropriate Separation of Languages

#2



Teaching for cross-linguistic transfer

“…it is appropriate to maintain a separate 
space for each language, it is also important 
to teach for transfer across languages.”

Teaching for Cross-Language Transfer in Dual Language Education:  Possibilities 
and Pitfalls. Jim Cummins, 2005



1.  ELs cannot wait to learn academic content until they’re proficient in English!
2.  If we want students to be bilingual and biliterate, we must protect our language time!

1-3 yrs. 

5-7  yrs. (under ideal circumstances)

8-10 years

Second Language Acquisition
How long does it take to acquire a second language?
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“The Graph”

1– Two-Way Dual Language Ed.              
including Content ESL

2– One-Way Dual Language Ed. 
including Content ESL

3– Transitional Bilingual Ed., 
including    ESL taught through 
academic content

4– Transitional Bilingual Ed., 
including ESL, taught traditionally
5– ESL taught through academic 
content (no L1)

6– ESL Pullout – (no L1)              
taught traditionally

7– Prop 227 in California             
Spring 1998 – Spring 2000

(grades 2-9 in two-year cohorts)

Collier/Thomas, 2009
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Additional Supporting Research

DL programs lead to higher outcomes when the 
are provided to the participating students for a 
period of at least 6 years.  (average time required 
to achieve native-like proficiency and grade level 
achievement 
(Carroll & Bailey, 2015; Genesee et al., 2006; Hill, Weston & Hayes, 2014; Lindholm-Leary 
& Genesee, 2010; Parrish et al., 2006; Thompson, 2015, Umansky & Reardon, 2014)
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Comparing bilingual instruction with English-only instruction: 
“…language-minority students instructed in their native language as well as in 
English perform better, on average, on measures of English reading 
proficiency than language-minority students instructed only in English. This is 
the case at both the elementary and secondary levels.” 

“Moreover, the research indicates that instructional programs work when they 
provide opportunities for students to develop proficiency in their first 
language…” 

August and Shanahan (2006)



Goldenberg Research
§ … NLP was the latest of five meta-analyses that 

reached the same conclusion: learning to read in 
the home language promotes reading 
achievement in the second language. 

Goldenberg, C. (2008, Summer). Teaching English language learners: 
What the research does and does not say. American Educator, 15.



“…if you learn something in one language, you either already 
know it in another language (i.e., transfer it to) or can more 
easily learn it in another language.”

Literacy as well as other skills and knowledge 
transfer across languages.

Goldenberg (2008)



Cummins, J. 1987, 2018
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Indigenous Lens

• When a school values and utilizes 
students' Native language in the 
curriculum, there is increased student 
self-esteem, less anxiety, and greater 
self-efficacy. (Hakuta 2001)

• Most intriguing about the Native and Indigenous language 
immersion models is the clear and positive connection between 
Native and Indigenous language and culture with educational 
achievement. 

Benham, Maenette K. P. and Mann, Henrietta. “Culture and Language Matters: Defining, Implementing, and 
Evaluating.” Benham and Stein (Ed.). The Renaissance of American Indian Higher Education: Capturing the Dream. 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates: London. 2003. Pp. 177. 



“Dual language programs are the only programs 
that assist students to fully reach the 50th

percentile in both their first and second 
languages in all subjects and to maintain that 
level or higher through the end of schooling.”

-Thomas & Collier, 2002



Grade
Must catch up not just with language 

proficiency, but also academic language 
proficiency and content knowledge

Native Speaker 2nd Language Learner

Kinder 5 yrs. 0

1st 6 yrs. 1.5 yrs. 

2nd 7 yrs. 3.0 yrs. 
3rd 8 yrs. 4.5 yrs. 

4th 9 yrs. 6.0 yrs. 

5th 10 yrs. 7.5 yrs. 
6th 11 yrs. 9.0 yrs. 
7th 12 yrs. 11.5 yrs. 
8th 13 yrs. 13 yrs. 

1.5 Year’s Growth in 1 Year’s Time Adapted from Thomas & Collier 2009



Having a research foundation for your 
program is important!

§ Know the research that supports your design 
and implementation practices.

§ Create research based promotional/marketing 
tools

§ Use it to continuously educate and support the 
community that your model serves

§ Develop community members as advocates



Student achievement 
in dual language 

programs is directly 
correlated with the 

quality of 
implementation

Program	Structure

Curriculum

Instruction

Assessment	and	Accountability

Staff	Quality	&	Professional	Development

Family	& Community

Support	 and	Resources



Systems, Processes & 
Procedures



“WHAT
”

Common Commitments
50

• Review
• Recommit



§ Late Entry Policy
§ Enrolling students who enter the program late

§ Program Enrollment Policy
§ Enrolling students from outside boundary
§ Lottery/selection process

§ Language Use Policy
§ Valuing both program languages equally

Policies

What other type of policies have supported 
your program’s sustainability?

Use the ”Chat”
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§ Interview/ Demo Considerations

§ “Team Player” Good fit 

§ Language and Content Proficiency

§ Endorsements

§ Relationships

Recruitment & Retention
52



§ Experts/Consultants

§ Book Studies

§ Unit Development

§ Action Research

§ Piloting Programs

§ Cross-School Collaboration

§ Model Classrooms

Staff Professional Development
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What training has been a 
“game-changer” for your 

staff?

Use the ”Chat”



How do your team members hold each other 
accountable?
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§ Valuing Collaboration Time 

§ Leveraging Assets

§ Effective Communication Loop

§ District Responsibility
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Let the CAP be your roadmap.

§ Daily Schedules
§ Staffing

§ Teaming or Not
§ Lang. of Specials

§ Biliteracy Trajectory

§ Alignment w/school-
wide programs

§ Materials Implications

§ Assessments 

C.A.P.
Curriculum Alignment Plan:

• What content is taught in each language?
• For how long?
• How does this look at each grade level?
• K-12 Alignment?
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Language Allocation Plan



1. High academic achievement in L1 and L2

2. Become bilingual and biliterate (when written)
3. Demonstrate sociocultural competence

Secondary Level
• Promote student leadership
•Prepare students for global 
careers and global citizenship

-Ysleta ISD
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Secondary Implementation Options



Fostering Sustainability

Team building with a purpose (the not so “soft” skills!)

§ Valuing people. Valuing perspectives. 

§ Sense of community to connect/reconnect with the collective “why”

All group work is about relationships!
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All DL Teams, K-12

All DL & Non-DL Staff
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Knowledge is Power!
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VIRTUAL
Professional Development Offerings

www.dlenm.org

Instructional Support

Program Leadership Development

Contact us for 

Customized
Professional 

Development Sessions!

ON-SITE &



@dlenm @DLeNM @dual_language_education_of_nm www.DLeNM.org

Michael Rodriguez
Director of Operations
michael@dlenm.org
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